[Structure of nucleosomes and organization of inter-nucleosomal DNA in chromatin].
We have compared mononucleosomes that were obtained by hydrolysis of chromatin micrococcal nuclease from a number of sources with the length of a nucleosomal repeat 185--245 b. p. long. For hydrolysis of chromatin isolated from nuclei, a series of nucleosomes was formed: MN145 (core particle), MN165, MN175...MN205, MN215, the lengths of their DNAs differing (by approximately 10.n b.p. where n = 1, 2, 3...) by a factor of 10. A feature of hydrolysis of chromatin in nuclei was the appearance of an additional H1-depleted MN155 particle. It is suggested that upon isolation of chromatin from nuclei, its partial decompactization takes place. This decompactization changes the character of nuclease splitting and seems to be connected with rearrangement of histone H1. These observations demonstrate that besides core particles MN145 and chromatosomes MN165, the major particles of digest of nuclei appear to be MN155, and for isolated chromatin--MN175. Unlike this standard picture, mainly MN145, MN155, MN235 and MN245 are formed upon hydrolysis of sea urchin sperm nuclei.